INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER

To vote, completely fill in the oval to the left of your choice like this: ( )

CANDIDATES:
To vote for a person, whose name is printed on the ballot, darken the oval to the left of the name of the person for whom you wish to vote.

AMENDMENTS, PROPOSITIONS or QUESTIONS:
If you are in favor of the amendment, proposition or question, darken the oval to the left of the word "YES". If you are opposed to the amendment, proposition or question, darken the oval to the left of the word "NO".

If you make a mistake, return your ballot to a poll worker and ask for a new ballot.

BUCHANAN COUNTY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT SALES TAX

Shall the County of Buchanan retain a Countywide sales tax at the rate of 1/4 cent for the purpose of capital improvements, restoration, and economic development? This will expire with an eight year sunset clause in the year 2020.

☐ YES
☐ NO